Nowadays, Wi-Fi enabled connectivity has become one of the standard functions for smart phones and tablets with the trend of increasing number of indoor Wi-Fi enabled venues. For example, shopping malls provide free Wi-Fi connection to attract more shoppers. These free Wi-Fi services can bring more traffic to increase the visit volume of the shopping malls. Wi-Fi is also a "must-have" for retail stores [1] . Retailers want to be the special preference of their customers, in order to do that, they desire to have a direct relationship with their customers and remember their preferences. For example, once the customers come to their shops, these customers can be identified via Wi-Fi signal which is captured by their mobiles or tablets, a popup will be displayed in their mobile devices to inform them about new products or promotions and provide recommendations based on their historical purchase record.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Wi-Fi enabled connectivity has become one of the standard functions for smart phones and tablets with the trend of increasing number of indoor Wi-Fi enabled venues. For example, shopping malls provide free Wi-Fi connection to attract more shoppers. These free Wi-Fi services can bring more traffic to increase the visit volume of the shopping malls. Wi-Fi is also a "must-have" for retail stores [1] . Retailers want to be the special preference of their customers, in order to do that, they desire to have a direct relationship with their customers and remember their preferences. For example, once the customers come to their shops, these customers can be identified via Wi-Fi signal which is captured by their mobiles or tablets, a popup will be displayed in their mobile devices to inform them about new products or promotions and provide recommendations based on their historical purchase record.
In addition, in order to attract more customers into the shopping mall, these Wi-Fi services can also be used to help capturing indoor shoppers' location. Given a particular location, the smart phone can be represented by its Wirelesscan be measured. By modeling the distribution of the RSSI in different locations, an Indoor Positioning System (IPS) as in [2] , [3] can be built and trained with collected RSSI data to predict the device location from the signal strength. Although there are other options for indoor positioning, such as the indoor-messaging-system (IMES) in which positioning uses the indoor-GPS devices [4] , however, because of the low-cost setup and the simple infrastructure needed, the Wi-Fi based IPS is more attractive to many retailers. Normally, the accuracy of these Wi-Fi Based IPS ranges from 3 to 10 meters [5] . If we keep recording the location of a MAC address for a period of time, these chronological location data can represent the movement or trajectory of a specified person.
In this work, we aim to develop a model to predict the pedestrian's next location based on his historical movement which can be represented by his trajectory. There are many potential ways in which users can benefit from this application of the next location prediction. By being aware of the movement of the shoppers in advance, the retailers can quickly target shoppers by both interest and location, turning window-shopping into actual sales [6] . In order to maximize the effect of coupon promotion, delivering the coupons in specified regions and at a particular time, namely "user oriented coupon dispersion", can be carried out. Leveraging the application of next location prediction, organizers can rearrange the manpower with more efficiency and at a lower cost.
This paper presents an improved model for the next location prediction and the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review relevant related works in Section II before describing Mixed Markov-chain Model (MMM) and its extension the Mixed State-Weighted Markov-chain Model (MSWMM) in Section III. Then we will report on the experimental comparison between MMM and MSWMM in Section IV before the concluding in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In contrast to Outdoor Positioning System (OPS) such as global-positioning-system (GPS), Indoor Positioning System (IPS) has only become mature in recent years and started to emerge in commercial market. As a direct and promising application based on IPS, indoor next location prediction gradually attracts more attention but there is still not much related work on this topic whereas more research focused on the same application in the context of OPS have been published.
Gambs et al. [7] , [8] proposed a Mobility Markov-chain Model (MMC) to incorporate the n previous visited locations and its extension coined as n-MMC to predict next possible ' s evaluation of n-MMC, the accuracy of next location prediction is in the range of 70% to 95% at n=2. However, Ang et al. [9] conducted another evaluation of n-MMC in the indoor context and the prediction rate is only up to 49% when n=2. Two main realistic context differences lead to n-MMC cannot reach the similar prediction accuracy in indoor context as the one in outdoor context. Firstly, for Wi-Fi based IPS, it's easier that the Wi-Fi signal is reflected and absorbed when it encounters another medium with different electrical properties due to the limited room in which the signal propagates. So the instability of the Wi-Fi signal leads to the indoor positioning as in [9] is more difficult than the outdoor positioning as in [8] . The second also the most important reason is [8] build an individual model to predict where the specified one person to go, but [9] still use one single model to do the general prediction among different persons. The original design of n-MMC is used to model individual mobile trace but not for the general predictive purpose of crowds. So its ability of trace generalization will be limited in such indoor prediction context in which enough individual mobile traces may not be collected due to the behavior of users. For instance, generally, no one will go to the same shopping mall every day for several times, whereas most people need to go to work and come back home daily which can be represented via a fixed pattern. In one word, for the next location prediction of indoor context, a mixed model of higher trace generalization ability is needed.
A mixed Markov-chain Model (MMM) has been proposed for predicting pedestrians' next location by Asaharaet et al. [10] . Similar to Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [11] , MMM is also a type of mixture component models in which each component is a compact representation on be behalf of a group of individuals. For MMM, these components are Markov-chains Models (MM) which are represented by transition matrixes. In order to generate and train these Markov-chains, given an amount of trajectories, Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm can be performed to train the model iteratively on the purpose of increasing its overall likelihood to generate these trajectories. In the prediction stage, given a user's mobile trace of previous n locations, the goodness-of-fit between this user and each Markov-chain can be evaluated and finally next location can be calculated based on the fittest MM or top nth fittest MMs. Although, MMM gives a high prediction accuracy of 74.4% in a physical environment [10] , its positioning data are discrete which are coming from the special indoor-GPS devices, namely indoor-messaging-system (IMES), whereas our data are continuous and coming from Wi-Fi Based IPS. Moreover, MMM does not take into account the temporal factor of the visited frequency in the same location which can also affect the next location prediction.
The main contribution in this work is that we extend the MMM to Mixed State-Weighted Markov-chain Model (MSWMM) in which the temporal factor of the visited frequency in the same location can also be considered.
III. LOCATION PREDICTION MODEL

A. Common Notations
Also given a trajectory denoted by D k , the probability of such trajectory can be denoted by P(D k ).
B. State-Weighted Markov-Chain Model
In MMM, each component in the mixture is a conventional Markov-chain Model (MM) which can be represent by a transition matrix, each element in the matrix ω μν denotes the probability from state μ to state ν, since what we consider here is a discrete transition, each state in effect represents one location, so hereafter ω μν is also used to represent the probability from location μ to location ν, where     
.
The overall transition probability is therefore written as follow:
And the ω μν can be estimated by following formula:
where f(x) is a function which accepts a boolean expression as input and returns 1 when the expression is true, otherwise returns 0. The location transition matrix can also be represented by a directed Edge-weighted graph in which set of nodes connected by weighted edges as Fig. 1 , in this description, each node represents a location and the weight of edge e μν denotes the probability from edge-head location μ to the edge-end location ν. Since the number of the locations is fixed,
When considering the current scenario of the next location prediction, MMM does not take into account some other factors such the temporal changes of the movement probability. For instance, a customer visiting a specific shop frequently may imply that this customer also like to visit other shops of the same kind. Therefore based on given trajectory, following transition probability may be changed when the customers visits the same location at the second time onward. In order to capture these temporal changes during the movement, the node can be also assigned a weight based on the visit frequency of the location as Fig. 2 and this kind of the Markov-chain Model can be coined as State-weighted Markov Model (SWMM). And the weight of node μ can be estimated as following formula:
Due to the states of SWMM having a weight, given a trajectory D k , (1) can be revised as follow to estimate the overall transition probability of D k :
C. Mixed State-Weighted Markov-Chain Model
As a variant of MMM as in [10] , Mixed State-Weighted Markov-chain Model (MSWMM) also contains an unobservable parameter for each pedestrian to determine which model generates the state transition and conform the same basic structure (see Fig. 3 ). Based on the assumption that the pedestrians in the same group have similar movement behavior, the trajectories of same group will share the same transition matrix. However, unlike MMM, the criteria to assign the category to trajectory do not just base on the transition matrix but also take into account how many times the previous known locations occurs in sense that the trajectories categorized into the same group will be more similar with each other and the generalization ability of MSWMM is higher than the one of MMM. In one word, MSWMM use SWMM instead of MM as its component. The probability-distribution formula used in MSWMM can be present as a latent vector Z= {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , …, z k }, and the z k =m means the k-th trajectory belongs to the m-th model. Since the latent parameter Z and the observable parameters such as transition matrix need to be updated with each other simultaneously. Expectation-maximization (EM) [11] can be applied, and the EM algorithm for training MSWMM can be derived as follow:
where the π m is a mixing coefficient, and the The logarithmic likelihood L then can be given as follow:
The objective of EM algorithm is to maximize L under the constraint in (6) and finally it can be described as Fig. 4 .
D. Next Location Prediction by MSWMM
Given a trajectory represented by i-1 previous visited locations, the most probable i-th location will obtained the maximum likelihood as following formula:
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Settings
In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy by MSWMM, experiments of MSWMM and MMM will be conducted and compared on the basis of the shoppers' tracking data collected in real environment. We installed a Wi-Fi based IPS in a department store in a shopping center. The IPS contains a set of Wi-Fi routers which covers the whole department store. When shoppers' Wi-Fi enabled smart phones and tablets come into the area covered by the IPS, its location together International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 4, No. 6, December 2014 with time-stamp and MAC address will be saved into database in which each location is represented by a coordinate pair such as (65.19, 88.85). For our discrete transition model to handle these continuous numbers, we logically divide our studied area into 35 square zones in 5 rows × 7 columns orientation as shown in Fig. 5 . The actual size of each zone is 23.5 m 2 , and each zone will be assigned a number which is used to label the coordinates fall into it. Since the experimental IPS accuracy is around 10 meters, the zone of this size is tolerant enough to the fluctuation of the Wi-Fi signals. Before converting the continuous coordinate data into the discrete zone labels, we perform a data preprocessing upon the coordinates to filter out those adjacent coordinate pairs with movement speed exceeds the prefixed threshold (1.2 m/s). For all the trajectories in hand, we compress successive location points sharing same label into a single occurrence and filter out those trajectories whose length is less than 9 to make sure that the trajectories to be used have enough duration. Finally, we get 12000 valid trajectories from which the data collected from February 2013 to June 2013. Evaluation based on valid trajectories will adopt 5-fold cross validation. In the first step, the preprocessed tracking data set will be randomly partitioned into 5 equal size subsamples. Of the 5 subsamples, a single subsample is retained as the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining 4 subsamples are used as training data. The cross-validation process is then repeated 5 times, with each of the 5 subsamples used exactly once as the validation data. The 5 results from the folds can then be averaged to produce a single estimation. By means of the cross-validation, it can make the estimation result more reliable and guard it against the testing hypotheses suggested by the data (called "Type III errors") [12] . As the criteria to evaluate the model's predictive performance, the prediction rate can be given as follow:
Prediction Rate(%)
Number of Correct Prediction Cases 100% Total Number of Test Cases  
B. Cross-Validation Result
The step-by-step prediction rates of the MMM and MSWMM are compared in Fig. 6 . According to Fig. 6 , MMM and MSWMM have the extremely close prediction rate by using n previous steps in which n is more than 2, while using 15 previous steps, MMM gives a prediction rate of maximum 72.17% while MSWMM gives 71.75%. However, when using previous 2 steps, the MSWMM gives a prediction rate of 62.03%, whereas MMM gives 51.53%, MSWMM yields an increment of (62.03% -51.53%)×100/51.53% = 20.38% to the prediction rate over MMM and this improvement has been confirmed by 2-tailed student t-test with p < 0.05. Since using less previous steps, the prediction will be faster due to consume less computational resource, also less storage will be used to save the known locations, so if under the circumstances in which no more than 2 previous steps can be stored, MSWMM can be adopted instead of MMM with a higher prediction accuracy. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a new prediction method based on the Mixed State-Weight Markov-chain Model (MSWMM), it significantly improve the prediction accuracy when using two previous steps which is compared with the one given by Mixed Markov-chain Model (MMM) in the Wi-Fi Based Indoor Positioning System (IPS) environment. Both models give similar performance with n>2. To improve the MSWMM further, more temporary changes of the mobility 
Step 4. Convergence step Iterate E-step and M-step until convergence of likelihood occurs. Learning and Computing, Vol. 4, No. 6, December 2014 movement can be considered, for instance, the pattern of the movement in weekends may be different than the one in weekdays.
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